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Challenge Description:
We were given the challenge to create a children’s museum based on adaptive reuse. The
building we are using is actually two existing apartment buildings. We are not allowed to change
the appearance of the front of the building or any load bearing walls. They want to maintain the
historical integrity of the building. For our project we decided to create a children’s art museum.
We first thought of different art exhibits we could display and what hands on activities could be
incorporated. Then we made the museum handicap accessible by putting in a ramp and elevators.
Since some of our exhibits are timed shows, we created timed tours. Furthermore, we did not
want the parents to cart around all of the kid’s crafts from one exhibit to the next, or wait for
them to dry. To make it easy on the parents, some of the instructors in each exhibit will take the
crafts to the pick-up area at the end of the tour. There, the children can collect all of their crafts
in a bag for an easy way to carry out the door. We added a food court and gift shop to enjoy after
the tour as well. We added a third floor and extended the back of the buildings to create more
space. To make the back of the museum more inviting, we proposed to put up a mural. We
designed the museum to be the most functional and appealing. (See below list of exhibits). The
tour will start with the abstract/watercolor exhibit on the first floor. From there, the tour will
move to the portrait’s exhibit. Then the children will walk up the stairs to watch a puppet show.
Afterwards, they will continue into the laser show room. The last exhibit is the sculpture room on
the second floor. To conclude the tour, the group is led up the stairs to the third floor. On the
third floor there is the pick-up area to collect the children’s crafts, a gift shop, and a food court.
To leave the museum, we added a third set of stairs to take you to the lobby instead of winding
your way back through the exhibits. We also added a fire escape stairs outside that reach every
floor.
Exhibits/Rooms:
1. Entrance- People may enter through the back (which has parking) or the front street
(which is wheel chair accessible); the front entrance will have foot prints on the floor
leading back to the reception area. The reception desk will have tickets to buy,
pamphlets, etc. and the bathrooms are to the right of the reception area. It will show the
schedule for the tours and have seating for people waiting for their tours.
2. Abstract/Watercolor- Different paintings will be featured for the children to learn about.
There will be craft tables combining the two art exhibits where the children can create
their own artwork. There will also be seating for parents.
3. Portraits- Different portraits will be featured. There will be a craft area for children to
draw a portrait of themselves and seating for parents. Some paintings will be interactive:
children will guess who the person is in the portrait (ex. Presidents), push the button next
to the correct name, and the painting will either say no or yes and give some facts.
4. Puppet Show- Children first watch a puppet show put on be instructors (seating for
show). Then the children will make their own puppets.
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5. Laser Show- There will be seating for children and parents to watch the laser show. The
walls will be black and the doors close during the show. The children are not constricted
to their seats during the show.
6. Sculpting- There will be different sculptures featured. Children will then go to the wax
hand station where instructors will help create the children’s wax hands. There will also
be seating for parents.
7. 3rd Floor- There will be pick-up cubbies for children’s art in provided bag. There will be
a food court with seating and a gift shop to enjoy. Walls will feature local children’s art.
Problems/Solutions:
We originally ended the tour in the basement, but later discovered that the height of the
basement was 5′10″ in height. That is not a comfortable height to move around in,
especially for tall people. As a result, we built a third level that is not visible from the
street- keeping the original design in the front- and moved everything in the basement to
the third floor.
We just switched over from using 2010 Revit to 2013 Revit. Half way through the project
our trial for 2013 Revit ended. We had to wait a couple of days to get it back. In addition,
we had trouble with our 2nd floor plan. When we clicked on the 2nd floor plan in the
project browser, the 3rd floor plan showed up instead. We finally found out it was a view
problem and changed the depth of the view in properties. Then we can view the 2nd floor,
however; when we put objects on the 2nd floor they did not show up in the 2nd floor plan,
but they were visible in the 3D view. Later we discovered that we can press the light bulb
button on the bottom of the screen and highlight the floor plan to reveal the hidden
objects.
When we inserted pictures into the project they were not visible in any view we looked
at. We then found out they are only visible in renderings.
We tried to put curtains over the puppet show, but they came in sideways and did not
attach to the ceiling. Therefore, we do not have curtains for the puppet show even though
it is in our design plan.
When we put in the sky lights, it says they are cutting through the ceiling, but they are
not. When we put in the ceiling lights, it says they are on the second floor, but they are
actually on the first floor.
The text in the floor plans and elevation views were too large, and we were not able to
edit them. Then, we put in our own text, which we were able to change the size of, to call
out the furnaces in the basement view. After that, the text changed to the size we
specified for the furnaces, on all of the floor plans. However, the text on the elevation
views did not change. We were not able edit the size and make the text smaller. We also
had problems editing the text on the sheets.
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Existing Buildings

Redesign

Mural in back
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Reception Area

Portrait Exhibit

Puppet Show Exhibit

Abstract/Watercolor Exhibit

Craft area in the Puppet
Show Exhibit

Laser Show Exhibit
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Sculpture Exhibit

Sculpture Exhibit

Gift Shop and Pick-up Area

Food Court
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1st Floor Plan

2nd Floor Plan

3rd Floor Plan

Basement
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Design Time Line:
11/27/12
Received project
11/30/12
Decided what kind of museum we would design: Children’s Art Museum
Researched art museums
11/31/12
Thought up different art exhibits
Designated bathrooms on each floor
12/1/12
Worked on floor plan
Designated how people would move from room to room
Decided to have reception in back, but still have both entrances
12/2/12
Worked on floor plan
Decided on multiple activities in each exhibit
12/3/12
Thought to have instructors in each room
Thought to have timed tours
12/4/12
Researched artists featured in exhibits: sculpture, paintings
12/5/12
Worked on slideshow to present to the class
12/6/12
Gathered pictures to put on slide show to demonstrate our ideas
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12/9/12
Finished slideshow
12/10/12
Presented our PowerPoint and vision of the museum
Gained feedback
12/11/12
Began rapid prototype
12/13/12
Finished rapid prototype
12/14/12
Katie absent
Found out that basement was only 5’10’: decided to build third floor and move basement
floor plan to the third floor.
Alexandra presented rapid prototype
12/17/12
Alexandra absent
Katie sketched new floor plan
12/18/12
Started reconstructing prototype
12/19/12
Established levels
12/20/12
Moved whole project to Revit 2013
1/2/13
Set up grid lines for the museum in Revit
1/3/13
Began constructing the basement on Revit
Inserted water heaters from Revit City
Created a RFA of a furnace which we loaded into the project
1/4/13
Worked on model in Revit
Constructed level 1 and 2: floors, walls, and ceilings
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1/7/13
Worked on model
Created level 3
Added elevators
1/8/13
Talked about systems: plumbing, electrical, etc.
1/9/13
Created sheets of the museum’s floor plans
Printed floor plans and started drawing plumbing, electrical systems, etc.
1/10/13
Fixed sheets and reprinted them
Tried to draw systems
1/11/13
Worked on model
Added stairs
1/14/13
Waited for 2013 Revit
1/15/13
Added “fire escape” stairs
Added windows, doors, arches, ramp
1/16/13
Changed some walls that were not working
1/17/13
Alexandra absent
Katie built dormers
1/18/13
Alexandra absent
Katie created bathrooms on first floor
1/22/13
Loaded desks and other items from Revit City
1/23/13
Presented progress to class
Received constructive criticism and fixed view of second floor plan
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1/24/13
Loaded detail items from Revit City: food court, gift shop
1/25/13
Worked on food court, gift shop, and pick up area on third floor
Looked on Revit City for other items
1/28/13
Katie absent
Alexandra loaded items from Revit City: sculptures, gift shop items, seating for
reception, etc.
2/1/13
Reconstructed reception area to incorporate seating.
2/4/13
Attempted to put paintings on walls
2/5/13
Katie changed material of walls
Alexandra began to write project report
2/6/13
Katie put in sky lights and back deck
Alexandra worked on project report and helped with model
2/7/13
Katie took pictures of the model and worked on back wall of museum
Alexandra worked on project report and helped with the model
2/11/13
Katie worked on inserting pictures into the project
Alexandra worked on project report and helped with model
2/12/13
Katie inserted pictures and lights
Alexandra worked on project report and inserted pictures
2/13/13
Took pictures of model and put it into project report
Fixed view of object on the second floor plan
2/14/13
Inserted pictures into model and project report
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2/15/13
Put in lights in model
Render rooms
2/19/13
Alexandra worked on project report
Katie worked on model: edited ceilings and lights
2/20/13
Rendered rooms with improved lighting
Add pictures to project report
2/21/13
Start sheets and schedules in model
2/22/13
Alexandra was absent
Katie rendered pictures
2/25/13
Inserted pictures into project report
2/26/13
Work on project report
Create schedules and sheets in project
2/27/13
Alexandra absent
Katie transferred files to teacher
2/28/13
Worked on sheets in project
3/4/13
Worked on sheets and put in dimensions
3/5/13
Worked on sheets: dimensioning, labeling, etc.
3/7/13
Printed out sheets and circled what needed to be fixed
Fixed sheets and printed final
4/4/13
Fixed sheets some more and printed final for submittal

